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Aim 

In this text I analyze the sources of random error in the determination of best focus by the excellent 
program FocusMax. The specific aim is to describe a simple calculation that will enable the user to assess 
the number of V-curves and near focus HFD measurements needed to have the program reach a best 
focus that is within the critical focus zone of users’ telescope. 

The analysis is based on my own system, which consists of a 10” f/4.8 newt with a Paracorr2 corrector, as 
well as a QSI583 camera. Pixel resolution is 0.82pixels/arc second. I use a Moonlite 2.5” focuser, with 4 
microns per step resolution. However the calculations should be generalizable to other systems as well. 

The text is based on data from the log files of the last two years of FocusMax use. The most recent 
FocusMax version used is 3.7.0.36 

FocusMax principle 

Figure 1 shows an idealized diagram of the relationship between focuser position and star diameter (in 
FocusMax star diameter is measured by the metric HFD, se discussion of star diameter metric below). 

 

Figure 1 Idealized relationship between focuser position and star diameter (HFD, measured in pixels). Focus is at 

position 1. The HFD/focuser position relationship is linear at position 2.  



Outside focus star diameters vary linearly with the focuser position; this is indicated with arrow 2 in the 
figure. Near focus, the slope of relationship between star diameter and focuser position decreases, and at 
focus (arrow 1 in the figure) this slope is zero. Hence close to focus, focuser adjustments cause very little 
change in the star diameter, and as every amateur astronomer very well knows, these changes can be 
difficult to appreciate because of seeing. Also, if there is significant backlash in the focuser, moving it back 
and forth entails uncertainty about the exact position of the focuser.  

FocusMax addresses this problem by performing the measurements of the star diameter at position 2, 
and then use a characterization of the system to calculate the necessary change in the focuser position to 
arrive at focus (position 1 in the figure). In order to do this, FocusMax must have a star diameter metric 
that is robust, also for defocused stars, and it must have a precise knowledge about the characteristics of 
the system. The focuser should preferably be absolute so the physical position of the focuser is 
reproducibly and accurately reflected by the position reported to FocusMax by the focuser controller. 

Figure 2 shows the principle of FocusMax. The model is shown in panel A. It defines the HFD vs. focuser 
position relationship with a floating X-axis. The floating X-axis means that the model is independent on 
the actual position on the x-axis, but describes changes in HFD relative to the distance of the focuser from 
best focus position. When the diameter of an out-of-focus-star is measured (red dot in panels A and B), 
FocusMax uses this measurement to fix the model to the X-axis (i.e. the focuser position axis), and the 
best focus position, BFP, is then inferred from the model, see Figure 2, panel B. The advantage of this is 
that BFP can be found from an accurate measurement of HFD at just one focuser position, and knowledge 
about whether this position is on the right- or left side of BFP. It also means that BFP can be approached 
from the same side each time, and only involve movement of the focuser in one direction. This will 
minimize the influence of focuser backlash.   

  

Figure 2 The FocusMax principle. The behavior of the system is modelled by the model shown in panel A. The model 

floats in relation to the x-axis. Once an out-of-focus star diameter is measured, the model can be fixed to the x-axis, 
and then the best focus position, BFP, can be inferred from the model. 



The HFD metric 

FocusMax uses the HFD (half star diameter) metric for star diameter measurements. For a given star, HFD   
is the diameter of a circle centered on the star centroid, and within which half of the total flux from the 
star has accumulated (see http://focusmax.org/documents.html).   

HFD is robust to seeing, but the metric breaks down if the photon fluxes fills some pixels beyond their 
linear range, or even saturate some pixels. On the other hand, as the defocus, and hence the star 
diameter, increases, the photon flux into the individual pixels decreases rapidly. This is illustrated in 
Figure 3. It is seen that the ADU values of the defocused star decreases by a factor of more than 500 as 
the focuser is moved 1 mm outward. As an increasing part of the defocused star profile sinks into the 
noise, progressive underestimation of the HFD values will results. 

  

Figure 3 Idealized star profiles produced by the Abberator program by Cor Berrevoets,   

http://aberrator.astronomy.net/. The system  is set to a focal length of 250mm, f/5.5 and 30% central obstruction. 
Pixel resolution is 5pix/arc sec, so the star is grossly oversampled (minimum setting of the program). No abberations. 
The upper panel shows star profiles at focus, 0.3 mm out of focus (corresponding to 75 focuser steps) and 1.11 mm 
out of focus (corresponding to 278 focuser steps). Note the different scales on the Y-axis. I’ve normalized toe 
Abberator pixel values so the total flux remained constant. Lower panel shows plots of the cumulated flux as a 
function of the distance from the star centroid (corresponding to the small lower right plot on the FocusMax focus 
tab).  

HFD corresponds quite well to the more commonly used FWHM metric. Figure 4 shows 8 corresponding 
measurements of HFD and FWHM. 

http://focusmax.org/documents.html�


 

Figure 4. Corresponding values of HFD values reported by FocusMax after an autofocus operation, and the FWHM 

obtained from the following light frame, as reported by the program CCD inspector (CCDware). 

Characterizing the system 

FocusMax uses V-curves to model  your system. V-curves are plots of HFD values as a function of focuser 
position. Figure 5 shows an example of a V-curve: 

 

Figure 5. V curve. Blue symbols represents measurements where the relationship between HFD and focuser 

position is linear, red symbols represents data in non-linear areas. Solid lines are linear regression lines to data 
points within the linear region outside focus (left) and inside focus (right).  



When focusing, FocusMax uses a V-curve model consisting of two straight lines (Figure 6). The model is 
characterized by a left slope (LS) for left wing of the V (outside focus in my example), and a right slope 
(RS) for the right wing of the V-curve (inside focus in my example). Also fitted is the so-called position 
intercept difference (PID). The PID is the absolute value of the difference between the X-axis intercept of 
the two wings of the fitted V-curve. Because it is the absolute value of the difference between the 
intercepts, PID is always positive (at least until FocusMax version 3.8.0.0). 

 

Figure 6. FocusMax model of the V-curve. It is characterized by a left slope (LS), a right slope (RS) and a 
position intercept difference (PID) shown in the upper left panel. The PID is the difference between the x-
axis intercepts of the left, and right part of the curve. The figure only shows a small part of the V-curve 
model  around focus; this is in order to make PID visible (red dobble arrow).  

 

The V-curve model shown in Figure 6 is only valid in areas, where the V-curve is linear (blue symbols in 
Figure 3), Near focus, the model in invalid due to seeing, diffraction, and all kinds of optical imperfections. 
For very defocused stars the photon flux into individual pixels becomes so low that a significant part of 
the flux drown into the noise, causing the empirical V-curve to loose slope.  

It is worth noting that the FocusMax model is based on movements of the focuser in one direction only, 
and is not necessarily valid if the focuser is set to move in the other direction. I always make my focuser 
move against gravity, in my case this is outwards, and my V-curves are made with this setting 
(FocusMax->Setup->move->out). FocusMax needs information about the smallest HFD value above which 
the empirical V-curve is definitely linear. This is called the near-focus HFD, and in my system this near-
focus HFD is set to 10 (FocusMax->settings->Near focus->HFD).  The FocusMax tutorials includes advice on 
how to find a good value for near-focus HFD. 



The FocusMax algorithm 

Once the system is characterized, FocusMax finds the best focus position by a four step procedure. First 
the focuser is positioned on the correct side of focus. I.e. if the user has set the focuser to move out, then 
FocusMax initially automatically positions the focuser inside focus, so the remaining focusing process can 
proceed entirely in the outward direction.  FocusMax then automatically finds the near-focus position, 
NFP, which corresponds to the preset near-focus HFD value. Once at the NFP, FocusMax will make 
repeated measurements of near-focus HFD. The exact number of near-focus HFD measurements can be 
specified (FocusMax->near focus->exposures). One can also use focus convergence, where the mean of a 
specified number of near-focus HFD  measurements (FocusMax->features->focus convergence->samples) 
must be within a certain limit (FocusMax->features->focus convergence->steps). Finally, the average 
(mean) value of the near-focus HFD measurements, avg(HDF), is used to calculate the best focus position, 
BFP, and FocusMax instructs the focuser to move to that position. In case the focuser is set to move out 
best focus is calculated: 

 BFP = NFP − avg(HFD)
LS

− 0.5 ∙ PID (1) 

If it is set to move in, FocusMax calculates best focus: 

 BFP = NFP − avg(HFD)
RS

+ 0.5 ∙ PID (2) 

The critical focus zone 

The CFZ, or critical focus zone, is the area within which focuser movements elicits no discernible changes 
in the HFD. Hence knowledge of the CFZ is important in order to assess the requirements for FocusMax to 
reproducibly put the focuser within the CFZ. From a recent article in the Sky&Telescope magazine (August 
2010, p. 71), the total width1

 𝐶𝐹𝑍 = 1.6 ∙ 𝜆 ∙ 𝑓2 (3)  

 of the CFZ is  

My system with f/ = 5.5 the CFZ is 24.2 microns using a wavelength of light, λ, of 500nm. This corresponds 
to 6 steps of my focuser. However, formula (3) does not take seeing into consideration, and might 
therefore underestimate the CFZ.  Another formula by (astro)Don Goldman takes seeing into account in 
the so-called NewCFZ, or NCFZ2

 NCFZ = 0.00225 ∙ θ ∙ √τ ∙ A ∙ f2  (4) 

 

Where θ  is the total seeing in arc seconds, τ is the focus tolerance in percentage of total seeing, A is the 
aperture of the telescope in mm, f is the f/ ratio.  In my location the best seeing is around 1.5 arc seconds. 

My aperture, A, is 250mm, so for a tolerance ,τ, of 2% (one half of a first decimal in FWHM), the NCFZ is 
40 microns (10 step). As can be seen from figure 7 a figure around 10 steps corresponds reasonably well 
with empirical findings in my system, where one step is 4 microns. Accordingly, in my system, FocusMax 
needs to get within 5 steps (20 microns) of the “true” focus.  

                                                           
1 In the article the width of CFZ was only calculated in one direction. Here I’m interested in the total CFZ width, and 
have multiplied the formula with a factor of two. 
2 http://www.goldastro.com/goldfocus/ncfz.php 



  

Figure 7  Near focus measurements at f/5.5 with 5.4 micron pixels, and focuser steps of 4 microns. Each point is the 

average of 6 measurements. Points are spaced 5 focuser steps = 20 microns. Error bars are SD. Best focus is at 
position 1559, as indicated with the vertical line.  

Mechanical sources of error 

A number of mechanical problems can make FocusMax perform below par. Slippage of a Crayford type 
focuser can be a problem. As discussed above FocusMax enables the user to make sure that the focuser 
always move in one direction, when finding focus. This eliminates, or reduces the problems caused by 
focuser backlash. Also, in characterizing temperature sensitive systems one needs to pay attention to 
focus shifts during the completion of a V-curve. However, as important as these mechanical issues may 
be, they are not the topic of this text, and in the following it will be assumed that the focuser is absolute 
and mechanically perfect. FocusMax does include a neat temperature compensation feature, but this will 
not be discussed here, as it is assumed that the telescope is perfect, and that the focal point of the 
telescope does not change over time.   

Sources of random error 

The HFD metric is robust, but the effects of seeing will result in random error in the HFD measurements. 
Hence, random error will influence both near-focus HFD measurements and the estimates of the LS, RS 
and PID parameters that defines FocusMax V-curve model. Random errors in near-focus HFD 
measurements during a focusing run will result in errors in FocusMax BFP estimate in that particular run. 
Random errors in the V-curve parameters will result in errors in FocusMax BFP estimates in all focus runs 
where these V-curve parameters are used. It is therefore particularly important to have a strategy that 
can control the random errors in the V-curve parameters.  

Random errors can be controlled by averaging several measurements. The question is how many 
repeated measurements is enough.  This will be discussed below. 

Near-focus HFD random errors 

In order to assess the random error of near-focus HFD measurements, I have extracted 197 of these 
measurements from a FocusMax log-file from a single night (Figure 8).   



 

03:12:20   ** Starting Near Focus ** 
03:12:20   Position , HFD , Mean Best Focus , X , Y , Flux 
03:12:20   4180  10,86  4278  1621  850  309454 
03:12:23   4180  10,39  4276  1620  850  284124 
03:12:27   4180  11,29  4278  1621  850  305304 
03:12:30   4180  11,18  4279  1620  849  308509 
03:12:34   4180  11,15  4279  1621  849  299992 
03:12:38   4180  11,48  4280  1621  850  303612 
03:12:41   4180  11,55  4280  1621  849  308426 
03:12:41   Focus has converged 
03:12:45   4180  11,21  4281  1620  850  304317 
03:12:45   Focus has converged 
03:12:45   Best Focus is: 4281 
03:12:50   4281  02,61  4281  1619  849  278562 
03:12:50   Position = 4281  Avg HFD =  2,61 
 
Figure 8  Excerpt of a FocusMax log file. The near focus run is shown, and the HFD column (indicated by the red 
box) includes the near-focus HFD measurements. 
 
 

The residuals of the 197 near-focus HFD measurements are shown in Figure 9. It is seen that the near-
focus HFD measurements (called HFD10 in the figure) is normally distributed (as also supported by a 
passed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).  From  these data, I estimate the SD of the near-focus HFD to be 0.275 
pixels. 

  

Figure 9 Histogram of 197 residuals of near-focus HFD measurements during 10 autofocus runs (convergence was 

set to on). 

The near focus HFD measurements is weakly dependent on seeing. In Figure 10, I’ve plotted the standard 
deviation of the near  focus HFD measurements from 53 focus runs in 6 nights from 2013. The correlation 
coefficient is 0.33 and borderline statistically signivicant (P=0.02). The major problem with this approach 



is that only one in-focus HFD measurement is available after each focus run. The variation in the X-axis is 
therefore probably excessive. 

 

Figure 10 Plot of the standard deviation of near focus HFD measurements (y-axis) against the in-focus HFD 

measurement after the focus run. 53 focus runs, 1100 HFD measurements. 

 

Random errors in the V-curve parameters 

The V-curve parameters LS, RS and PID from individual V-curves can be found in the FocusMax system.ini 
files, or in the log files under the data from each V-curve: 



23:25:54   ** Beginning VCurve run ** 
23:25:54   Star Centering Exposure 
23:26:01   Single Exp. HFD: 48,39 @ 5543 X: 1717 Y: 1214 Flux: 146248 
23:26:01   Start VCurve Sequence 
23:26:02   Temperature = 23,5 
23:26:05   Single Exp. HFD: 49,13 @ 5543 X: 1716 Y: 1215 Flux: 155084 
23:26:09   Single Exp. HFD: 45,90 @ 5572 X: 1715 Y: 1215 Flux: 148006 
23:26:12   Single Exp. HFD: 42,33 @ 5601 X: 1714 Y: 1214 Flux: 151061 
23:26:31   Single Exp. HFD: 39,17 @ 5630 X: 1715 Y: 1214 Flux: 153156 
23:26:34   Single Exp. HFD: 35,36 @ 5659 X: 1714 Y: 1214 Flux: 144739 
23:26:38   Single Exp. HFD: 31,05 @ 5688 X: 1714 Y: 1213 Flux: 150981 
23:26:41   Single Exp. HFD: 26,13 @ 5717 X: 1714 Y: 1215 Flux: 154229 
23:26:45   Single Exp. HFD: 22,45 @ 5746 X: 1715 Y: 1215 Flux: 146671 
23:26:48   Single Exp. HFD: 22,59 @ 5746 X: 1714 Y: 1215 Flux: 152667 
23:26:52   Single Exp. HFD: 14,38 @ 5804 X: 1717 Y: 1215 Flux: 150157 
23:26:55   Single Exp. HFD: 11,61 @ 5833 X: 1717 Y: 1215 Flux: 151164 
23:26:59   Single Exp. HFD:  8,66 @ 5862 X: 1718 Y: 1214 Flux: 150810 
23:27:02   Single Exp. HFD:  4,63 @ 5891 X: 1718 Y: 1215 Flux: 152731 
23:27:06   Single Exp. HFD:  3,14 @ 5920 X: 1719 Y: 1215 Flux: 149378 
23:27:09   Single Exp. HFD:  4,25 @ 5949 X: 1718 Y: 1215 Flux: 142351 
23:27:13   Single Exp. HFD:  6,99 @ 5978 X: 1718 Y: 1216 Flux: 151686 
23:27:16   Single Exp. HFD: 10,81 @ 6007 X: 1719 Y: 1216 Flux: 150176 
23:27:20   Single Exp. HFD: 14,49 @ 6036 X: 1720 Y: 1217 Flux: 152549 
23:27:23   Single Exp. HFD: 18,33 @ 6065 X: 1720 Y: 1216 Flux: 151259 
23:27:27   Single Exp. HFD: 21,51 @ 6094 X: 1722 Y: 1214 Flux: 153829 
23:27:30   Single Exp. HFD: 27,67 @ 6123 X: 1722 Y: 1214 Flux: 150950 
23:27:33   Single Exp. HFD: 31,27 @ 6152 X: 1724 Y: 1213 Flux: 152776 
23:27:37   Single Exp. HFD: 36,23 @ 6181 X: 1722 Y: 1214 Flux: 148177 
23:27:44   Single Exp. HFD: 38,53 @ 6210 X: 1724 Y: 1211 Flux: 151313 
23:27:48   Single Exp. HFD: 42,07 @ 6239 X: 1723 Y: 1211 Flux: 154566 
23:27:51   Single Exp. HFD: 45,85 @ 6268 X: 1722 Y: 1211 Flux: 155535 
23:27:51   VCurve Sequence Complete 
23:27:51   LS: -0,131588 RS: 0,131561 PID: 1,78 
23:27:51   Results saved to Profile: ct10 paracorr 
 
Figure 11  Excerpt of a FocusMax log file during a V-curve run. The V-curve parameters are indicated in the red box. 
If a V-curve is deleted from the system.ini file it can be found in the log file, and the parameters can reentered in the 
system.ini file manually. 
 
 

I’ve analyzed 68 individual V-curves obtained with my system. Of these, one had triplicate HFD 
measurements, three had quadruplicate measurements, and the rest only had single measurements.  The 
average estimates of the three FocusMax V-curve parameters were: LS = -0.1315 (SD = 0.00143), RS = 
0.1315 (SD = 0.00146), PID: 3.10 (SD = 1.28). The estimates of LS, RS and PID were almost, but not 
entirely, normally distributed. The LS and RS distributions were slightly skewed towards numerically 
smaller values. The PID distribution is slightly skewed towards higher values.  

Since it is 1/LS (and 1/RS) rather than LS and RS that, together with PID, is used to calculate best focus 
(equations 1 and 2), I have plotted the distribution of these parameters in Figure 12.  

 



 

Figure 12 Histogram of FocusMax 1/LS, 1/RS and PID estimates from 68 V-curves 

It is seen that 1/LS and 1/RS is almost, but not entirely normally distributed, as they are slightly skewed 
towards numerically higher values. I found the following estimates: 1/LS =  -7.606 (SD=0.089), 1/RS = 
7.609 (SD=0.091).  

In this calculation I’ve not employed any selection on my V-curves, except removing curves with several 
central measurements that included on saturated pixels. One should probably only use V-curves from 
nights with good seeing, and based on stars high in the sky. V-curves with technical problems should be 
discarded, and if the temperature stability of the system allows, V-curves based on averages of several 
measurements at each point yields less noise, and better estimates. However I do not recommend 
discarding otherwise good V-curves based solely on seemingly high PID values.  This is selection of data 
and will inevitably lead to a systematic error. 

Precision of the best focus estimate as a function of the number of HFD measurements and the 
number of V-curves used 

The FocusMax formula of best focus position, BFP, with an outward moving focuser includes a sum of two 
terms with statistical uncertainty3

For n V-curves and m near-focus HFD measurements SD(BFP) can be calculated

.  The term avg(HFD)/LS is a product of 1/LS and avg(HFD), and the term 
0.5*PID is simply a constant multiplied with PID. For independent variables, A and B, the variance of a 
product, Var(A*B), equals Var(A)*E(B)2 + Var(B)*E(A)2 + Var(A)*Var(B), where E(A) and E(B) are the mean 
values of A and B. Further, the variance of the sum, Var(A+B), equals Var(A)+Var(B). Finally, the variance 
of a variable is the square of the standard derivation, SD, of that variable: Var(A) = SD(A)2. Hence, one can 
easily calculate the standard derivation, SD(BFP), of the best focus position estimate, BFP, based on the 
SD estimates of the FocusMax V-curve parameters, and the near focus HFD measurements. All necessary 
data can be found in the log files as indicated above.  
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: 

                                                           
3 In the following I will only look at the formula for outward movement, but the calculation for inward movement is 
the same, all one needs to do is to substitute 1/LS with 1/RS.  
 
4 In this formula, I have ignored that the estimate of PID and LS is not independent. The effects of this error on the 
SD(BFP) estimate is probably small. 



E(1/LS) is the estimate of 1/LS, and SD(1/LS) and the standard deviation of this estimate. E(HFD) is the 
near focus HFD set by the user, in my case 10, SD(HFD) is the standard deviation of the near-HFD 
measurements, estimated above to be 0.275 pixels. With one V-curve and only one near focus HFD 
measurement, SD(BFP) calculates to 2.35 steps with the above parameters 

Figure 12 shows a 3d plot of the upper 99% confidence interval for best focus, as a function of the 
number of V-curves used, and the number of near-focus HFD measurements used. The unit on the Z axis 
is focuser steps, and I’ve inserted a plane corresponding to 2 steps. I previously found that my NCFZ is 10 
steps, i.e. 5 steps in each direction. Hence, any combination of number of near-focus measurements and 
number of V-curves that corresponds to curve-points below the plane should get within plus/minus two 
steps of the “true” focus. Such a combination would for example be the use of 12 V-curves and 9 near-
focus HFD measurements. This assessment allows a margin of plus minus 3 steps, for possible systematic, 
non-random errors. 

 

Figure 13 The upper limito f the 99% confidence interval for the BF estimates (2.58*SD(BF)) plotted against the 

number of V-curves and the number of near focus HFD measurements that the BF estimate is based upon. The 
calculation is based on the following estimates E(1/LS )=  -7.606 ; SD(1/LS) =0.089; E(HFD) = 10; SD(HFD)= 0.275, 
SD(PID)= 1.28. Also shown is the 2 step plane. Points below this plane are considered acceptable. 

  



 

Conclusion 

In order to assess the number of V-curves, and the number of near-focus measurements needed, a four 
step procedure is recommended. First one needs to calculate the New Critical Focus Zone (NCFZ). 
Secondly, one needs to collect data on the variation of near-focus HFD measurements from the FocusMax 
log files. Thirdly one needs to evaluate the means and SDs of the FocusMax V-curve parameters, including 
1/LS and 1/RS. Finally, armed with these figures, one can calculate the SD of the FocusMax best focus 
estimate. Adjust the repetitions of the V-curve measurements and the near-focus HFD measurements so 
the width of the 99% confidence interval of the FocusMax best focus estimate is smaller than half the 
NCFZ. This would allow for eventual systematic (non-random) errors. Finally I recommend that the 
number of HFD determinations be set as the number of samples in Focus Convergence with step=1. 


